Repithel: removing the barriers to wound healing.
Various standardized and/or validated models exist to test wound healing products. This article discusses their usefulness in clinical practice. Major barriers to wound healing have been identified after intense interaction of research and practitioners. Although extensively tested, wound healing products are still associated with trial and error due to the high variability and complexity associated with the treatment of wounds. Therefore, the results of preclinical testing are compared and contrasted with clinical observations of a liposomal hydrogel containing 3% povidone-iodine (Repithel, PVP-ILH) to assess their expressiveness and to give the practitioner more guidance in application. Testing of PVP-ILH included physicochemical testing according to ISO norms, testing in in vitro and in vivo models. The obtained results are compared to the clinical profile of the obtained product in randomized controlled trials and ultimately expressive case studies. PVP-ILH displays good local tolerance, the basis for use in sensitive and predamaged tissue. As observed in laboratory testing, it readily provides moisture and takes up limited amounts of moisture. This was also seen in the clinical testing, as the ability to keep wounds moist and incorporate a certain -- but not large -- amount of exudates. Clinical results also show clean, well-debrided wounds, an effect that (in the absence of an established model for wound cleansing) was traced to the hydrogel component carbomer. Recent consensus advocates the concept of wound bed preparation as a systematic approach to removing barriers to healing (TIME). Based on the results, tissue (removing non-viable tissue and debris) and moisture (balance) can now be better understood, and infection/inflammation (control) and edge (progressing, non-advancing or undermining wound edges) are reviewed together with previously published data to assess all aspects potentially impeding wound healing. PVP-ILH successfully removes barriers to wound healing, thus laying the foundation to high-quality wound closure. Results from many scientific disciplines can help the user to better understand a product, standardization of testing is the only way of making results comparable.